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Microsoft Windows Operating System EssentialsSybex, 2012

	A full-color guide to key Windows 7 administration concepts and topics


	Windows 7 is the leading desktop software, yet it can be a difficult concept to grasp, especially for those new to the field of IT. Microsoft Windows Operating System Essentials is an ideal resource for anyone new to computer administration and...
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Instant Silverlight 5 AnimationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Silverlight is a relatively new technology introduced by Microsoft in order to enable the developers to build multi-platform client GUI applications that can run within or outside of Internet browsers.


	Silverlight is a Web technology that allows you to create both large business applications and little ads for your web page....
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Blazor Revealed: Building Web Applications in .NETApress, 2019

	
		Build web applications in Microsoft .NET that run in any modern browser, helping you to transfer your .NET experience and skills to a new environment and build browser-based applications using a robust and type-safe language and runtime. Developing a web site with rich client-side behavior means most developers need to learn a...
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Developing Microsoft ASP.NET Server Controls and ComponentsMicrosoft Press, 2002
The complete guide to developing professional, reusable ASP.NET  server controls and components—direct from the insiders who developed the  technology.

Web Forms—the page and control framework at the heart of  ASP.NET—makes it easier to develop dynamic Web applications. But you can go...
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Windows Server 2003 Security : A Technical ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2005
This book is not designed with the Windows end user, advanced  or not, in mind. It is meant for the server administrator, network  administrator, security administrator, IT manager, technology specialist, or  other individual who must design, implement, troubleshoot, or configure the  security of Windows Server 2003 or the...
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Tricks of the Microsoft Office Gurus (Business Solutions)Que, 2005
We all have those "go-to" people in our lives. The one you go-to for advice, the one you go-to for comfort, the one you go-to with technical questions...now you can be the one that others go-to for help with Microsoft Office 2003. Tricks of the Microsoft Office Gurus is full of exclusive tricks from Paul McFedries, an Office...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Tiger EditionO'Reilly, 2005
It's little wonder that longtime Windows users are migrating in droves to the new Mac. They're fed up with the virus-prone Windows way of life, and they're lured by Apple's well-deserved reputation for producing great all-around computers that are reliable, user-friendly, well designed, and now--with the $500 Mac mini--extremely...
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Microsoft SharePoint: Building Office 2003 Solutions, Second EditionApress, 2006
Almost five years ago, when I completed my sixth book, Scot Hillier’s COM+ Programming with Visual Basic (SAMS, 2000), I thought I was done with technical writing. Since then, I have seen some new technologies emerge, but...
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Inside Direct3D (Dv-Mps Inside)Microsoft Press, 2000
With the introduction of Microsoft Windows 95, game developers had the opportunity to develop Windows-based games that were far more powerful than was possible with earlier versions of Windows. Even with this capability, however, accessing the multimedia hardware consistently and efficiently was no easy task—that is, until Microsoft...
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Objects, Components, and Frameworks with UML: The Catalysis(SM) ApproachAddison Wesley, 1998
 ". . . We found Catalysis to be the first comprehensive object-oriented methodology to unify the concepts of objects, frameworks, and component technologies."
 John McGehee, Senior Architect, Texas Instruments Works Project

Objects, Components, and Frameworks with UML: The Catalysis Approach is where you will...
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Working with Microsoft Dynamics(TM) CRM 3.0Microsoft Press, 2006
Get a practical, hands-on introduction to the fundamentals of adapting Microsoft CRM 3.0 to meet your specific business needs. With topics that include developing new functionality, designing implementations, and integrating Microsoft CRM with other business applications—including Microsoft Office OutlookÐ’® and Microsoft...
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Building a Web 2.0 Portal with ASP.NET 3.5O'Reilly, 2008
If you think you're well versed in ASP.NET, think again. This exceptional guide gives you a master class in site building with ASP.NET 3.5 and other cutting-edge Microsoft technologies. You learn how to develop rock-solid web portal applications that can withstand millions of hits every day while surviving scalability and security pressures -- not...
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